Leisure Series Floating Dock systems and ramps incorporate a heavy duty 16 gauge 4x10 galvanized frame for durability. The frame is bolted together to eliminate welds using strength-rated bolts to allow any part to be replaced with ease. The docks are light enough to carry out of the water for the winter if one chooses, yet tough enough to withstand any normal floating dock conditions. The frame has an 10 year limited warranty.

The On the Water Designs Leisure Series dock system is the ultimate solution for a do-it-yourselfer or discriminating dock purchaser. This kit form of dock system with its “knockdown”, modular design makes for easy transportation, assembly and installation. The components can be configured, reconfigured or expanded at any time with ease. Give us a call and we’ll help you determine the dock configuration that’s right for you!
### Add Hardware

#### Ramp Hinge (2pk)
- Description: To connect dock to existing deck or retaining wall. Set of 2.
- SKU: 12-253
- Price: 89.99/pkg

#### Ramp Extension Connector Plate Set
- Description: Joins two ramp sections together to create a single larger section.
- SKU: 12-874
- Price: 125.00

#### Permafloat
- Description: Rotationally molded 100% virgin grade LDPE outer shell and EPS foam filled for maximum buoyancy. Thick mounting flanges and slots for ease of installation. 150 nominal wall thickness. 434 lbs. buoyancy. Industry leading 15 Year Warranty.
- SKU: 64-563
- Price: 129.99

#### Rubber Connector Kit (2pk)
- Description: Rubber spacer, backer plates & fasteners.
- SKU: 12-562
- Price: 64.99/pkg

#### 4’ Ramp to Shore Rock Beam
- Description: Connect shore side of ramp to bedrock or concrete.
- SKU: 12-198
- Price: 399.00

#### Ramp to Shore Sand Brackets (2pk)
- Description: Contains 2 Galv. pipes & connecting hardware.
- SKU: 12-665
- Price: 169.00/pkg

#### Stackable Dock Anchor Kit
- Description: Complete with 30’ anchor line, anchor cleat, anchor bar and 3 anchor rings (55 lb/ea).
- SKU: 89-571
- Price: 174.99

#### Stackable Anchor Disc - 55lbs
- Description: Additional weight for the stackable dock anchor kit.
- SKU: 89-279
- Price: 25.99

#### Deck Clip (10pk)
- Description: Easy to install deck clips to fasten panels to frame.
- SKU: 12-238
- Price: 24.99/pkg

### Accessories

#### Double “D” Bumper
- Description: [4’ Length, White]
- SKU: 53-232
- Price: 17.49
- Provides double the protection with two air-filled channels. Uses small corners, end plugs and connectors. Easily installed horizontally or vertically on any dock or boat house. Requires 2 End Plugs or Connectors for each joint.

#### Double “D” Bumper
- Description: [10’6” Length, White]
- SKU: 53-423
- Price: 42.99
- Provides double the protection with two air-filled channels. Uses small corners, end plugs and connectors. Easily installed horizontally or vertically on any dock or boat house. Requires 2 End Plugs or Connectors for each joint.

#### Small Outside Corners
- Description: Use With Small “P” & Double “D” Bumpers.
- SKU: 53-423
- Price: 5.65
- Use With Small “P” & Double “D” Bumpers.

#### Small End Caps
- Description: Use With Small “P” & Double “D” Bumpers.
- SKU: 53-286
- Price: 3.09
- Use With Small “P” & Double “D” Bumpers.

#### PVC Glue (18ml)
- Description: Specialized formula for use with PVC Bumper profiles.
- SKU: 50-581
- Price: 7.25
- Specialized formula for use with PVC Bumper profiles.

#### 1-1/2” Aluminum Siding Nails (100pk)
- Description: For Fastening Bumper to Wood Docks.
- SKU: 67-871
- Price: 6.99/pkg
- For Fastening Bumper to Wood Docks.

#### #8 x 1” S.S Bumper screws (100pk)
- Description: For Fastening Bumper to Metal Docks.
- SKU: 68-943
- Price: 15.99/pkg
- For Fastening Bumper to Metal Docks.

#### Solar Dock Lite (2pk)
- Description: Ideal for illuminating trouble spots. Automatic on-at-dusk, with extended duty solar charged batteries Durable and weatherproof. Easy to install. Pkg Contains 2 Lights.
- SKU: 61-426
- Price: 44.99
- Industrial strength solar powered dock light made from anodized aluminum for superior protection in harsh marine environments. Will not rot from harsh sun exposure!

#### Premium Solar Dock & Deck Lite
- Description: Great for multiple size posts and flat surfaces. Powerful solar charging capacity with 360 degree light output. Six LED colours available at the flip of a switch. Rechargeable replaceable batteries included.
- SKU: 61-856
- Price: 74.99/pkg
- Great for multiple size posts and flat surfaces. Powerful solar charging capacity with 360 degree light output. Six LED colours available at the flip of a switch. Rechargeable replaceable batteries included.

#### Premium Mooring Whip
- Description: [8’, 2,500 Lb capacity] (2pk)
- SKU: 52-403
- Price: 479.99/pkg
- Exclusive “Plug & Socket” design for quick and easy separation and cast aluminum base with built-in cleat, ring and thumb screw. Each whip includes our unique functional roller tip and a tie-off cleat for easier access to your boat. Stainless steel mounting hardware included.

#### Install Mooring Whips
- Description:
- SKU: 12-759
- Price: 4.49
- Requires 2 End Plugs or Connectors for each joint.
- Easilly installed horizontally or vertically on any dock or boat house.

#### 3 Step Fixed Ladder [Aluminum, Grey]
- Description: Aluminum non-slip steps allow for safer use in slippery conditions. Stainless steel hardware make this ladder a solid, high quality choice that will last a lifetime.
- SKU: 54-361
- Price: 279.99
- 3 Step Fixed Ladder [Aluminum, Grey]
- SKU: 54-397
- Price: 309.99
- 3 Step Fixed Ladder [Aluminum, Grey]
- SKU: 54-330
- Price: 339.99

#### 4 Step Angled Ladder [Aluminum, White]
- Description: Specially designed for children and "boomers"! This ladder is very easy to climb. Larger handrails and wide aluminum steps provide assurance to anyone climbing in backwards. White powder coat finish gives it a clean classic look.
- SKU: 54-455
- Price: 309.99
- 4 Step Angled Ladder [Aluminum, White]
- SKU: 54-543
- Price: 339.99
- 4 Step Angled Ladder [Aluminum, White]
- SKU: 54-350
- Price: 369.99

### Choose Options

#### Cedar Deck Kit
- Description: Hand selected 5/4” x 6” Western Red Cedar pre-assembled into 2’ panels. 5 panels per dock. Includes deck clips.
- SKU: 12-718
- Price: 299.00

#### Plastic Deck Kit
- Description: Low maintenance decking pre-assembled into 2’ panels. 5 panels per dock. Includes deck clips.
- SKU: 12-804
- Price: 599.00

#### 4’ Cedar Skirt Kit
- Description: 2’ x 10” Cedar skirt option for perimeter of dock. Needed to attach bumper.
- SKU: 12-554
- Price: 22.49

#### 10’ Cedar Skirt Kit
- Description: 2’ x 10” Cedar skirt option for perimeter of dock. Needed to attach bumper.
- SKU: 12-909
- Price: 57.99

#### Corner Cedar Skirt Kit
- Description: 2’ x 10” Cedar skirt option for perimeter of dock. Needed to attach bumper.
- SKU: 12-759
- Price: 4.49

### Start with a frame

- **4’ x 10’ Ramp Frame Kit**
  - Bolt together heavy duty galvanized frame, hinges & single float. Comes unassembled. Assembly available.
  - SKU: 12-918
  - Price: 589.00

- **4’ x 10’ Dock Frame Kit**
  - Bolt together heavy duty galvanized frame, hinges & floats. Comes unassembled. Assembly available.
  - SKU: 12-312
  - Price: 649.00

---

All prices are unassembled. Assembly is available at 5% of total cost. Delivery & Installation are available through one of our professional contract installation crews. Delivery is $110.00/HR (1 Way). Installation is approximately 13%. Additional costs may apply based on specific requirements. All prices are subject to change without notice. All measurements are approximate.